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Myth and Democracy.

This paper is about myths in general and the "myth" of Democracy in the

United States of America in particular. Myths have a number of definitions

among which legendary stories containing some elements of fact but wholly

,

untrue can be cited as the basis for the establishMeht of commonly accepted

beliefs. Myths,can be functional in the sense that they serve a.specific

purpose or purposes. Among these, the binding-together a political system

such as ours may well be a vital function of the Democratic Myth in our

society. Democracy, in its classical sense (where majorities rule; each

member of the society partkipates in decisions affecting his life; op-

!

portunitieS for advancement are equally distrihutedl and so on), appears

to be the inner faith to which our society looks inwardly for solace and com-

fort. Most of the time, however, the principles of such a system (democratic)
, -

Iare nowhere honored, either because they are impractical or simply im-

possible. That being the case, one wonders whether theDemocratic Myth

ought to 'be exposed for what it is, a Myth, or preserved and reinforced in

homage to its utilitarian function. The-4.rue democrat must wrestle with

I the dilemma of either exposing the Myth in the belief that by so doing our.

,

1

society matures, or to the contrary, deny the existence-of any myth and go

'on to play a democratic game in which rules are written but not practiced.

To the extent that the Democratic Myth is incongruent with the realities of

our democratic system, I would suggest that it be discarded as inoperative.
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Myth and Democracy.

What is a Myth? The Oxford English Dictionary defines one as

A purely fictitious narrative usually involving
supernatural persons, actions, or events; and
embodying some popular Wea conterning natural
or historical phenomena: 1

It is distinguished.from "allegory"ane"legend" by the implied body of

facts that these terms connote.

At one time or another, "myth" meant, according to Eliade, that the story

or sequence of events were fictitious, invented, or the subject of a "fable".

At other times, and specifically during the last fevidecades, "myth" haS

meant to refer to a "true story," whose value is enhanced by the belief that

it "is sacred, exemplary significant."2

i Whether illusory or real, nevertheless, a "myth" itself is an event

and, therefore, a part of the data which the social scientist must take

into account in his attempt to understand social and political phenomena.

To the extent that "myths" are believed and acted upon, they are influential,

as Sabine put it, "not because they are true but because they are belieVed"3

Myths are also "true" in a subjective, psychological way. They express

"how reality appears in terms of our human feeling-qualities;" in this way,

Kidney points out, "myth is real, just as every psychological experiente is

real to the subject."4

The important quality of the myth is not its degree of veracity (or

falsehood) but the fact that it is believed. 'In general, "the foremost
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function of myth is to reveal the exemplary models for all human rites and

all significant human activities diet of marriage, work or education, art

or wisdomf'S It is in this_context, the function or role of a myth, that

the myth of Democracy, for instance, takes on additional- significance: that

the United States' political system is a "government of the people, by the

people, and for the people. Such a belief tends to cement the bonds of the

political system however questionable the facts.
_ . /

In its varied forms, myth can act as a communication agent whendescrib-

ing natural or unnatural phenomena through a variety of speech forms, words,

-and symbols. The rising and setting of the sun, for instance, was explained

in Greek mythology in teens of gods and heroes; myths can and usually do:have

religibus connotations (as Biblical stories indicate because they offer

answers to questions fundamental in human existences) and they are believed.

Psychological and sociological aspects of myths arelig-o---analyzed in the works

--- of notables such as Freud, Jung, Malinowski, and others.6 However, this

paper is concerned primarily with what may be termed political myths.

Political Myth; A particular kind of myth is the political myth., Tudor

points out that there is nothing structurally different about a political

myth to set it apart from other myths: "The kinds of assumptions and reason-

ings found in political myths are the same as those found in any other kind."

It is the subject matter, however, that identifies a myth as being political.

"Just as nature myths deal with natural phenomena and religious myths deal

with gods and their worship,,so political my1"--4 deal with politics."7 The myths

of the "dictatorship of the ploretariat" or the "Thousand-Year Reich" are

cases in point.

The political myth deals specifically with the "polis" which is the

"essence of political society;" Plato sought to demonstrate how it "a:ises

psychologically and how teleologiCally fits into the implicit ends of human
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"
nature. . __Hie political myth, moreover, attempts to explain or justify

the birth, the development, and the existence of a group, tribe, of nation;
A

itualo explains the relevant phenomena of the group,.e., its objedtives,

goals, enemies, values, pathos, and beliefs. Fur.thermore, says Tudor, "where

the myth is the story of a political society already in existence, it may

sanctify the constitution pf that society, inspire its members with confidenc

in their destiny and glorify their achievements."9

In this paper;--the political myth concerned is that which justifies,

supports, and reinforces the Democratic Creed. C.W. Mills synthesized the

"accepted" democratic concept of the political system as follows:

In this classic image, the people are presented' with

problems. They discuss them. They formulate yew -

points. These viewpoints are organized; and they

compete. One viewpoint 'wins out.' Then the

people act on this view, or.their representatives

are instructed to act it out, and this they prompt-

ly do., Such are the images of democracy which are

still used as working justifications of power in

As Mills so bluntly put it, "we must recognize this description as more

a fairy tale than a useful approximation."19 In other words, the democtatit

image is, simply, a Myth.

It is not difficult to realize, then, that a political myth may well

be the "elan vital" of a society, whose socio-economic and political de-

velopment depend entirely upon the observance of the myth's dicta. It is

at this point that one must consider the consequences to be expected from

the'substitution of the powerful, destructive thruSt Of reason and its

fellow-traveler, "the scientific enterprise," upon the political myth.

Can a society survive if its "indispenSable myth" is destroyed? Perhaps

not. HoWever, this is the social scienti'st's dilemma: should he continue

to support a myth "becuase of its pragmatic social function" or should he
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take the political myth only seriously enough " in-order that it may be

gradually superseded in the interests of the advancement of truth and the

growth of human intelligence."11 \<.

Wth and Democracy. The "elan vital" or essential imperative for the.

survival of-the political system of the United States is eMbedied-in the

principles or tenets of the Democratic Creed. -It is well to point out

Ahat, when pressed-for definitions, the sophisticated analyst stresses the

idea of "representative Democracy or Republitanism" as the true image -of

Ourpolitical system. Nevertheless, the fact remains that, with or Without-

representation, the political system is supposed to reflect the fundamentalS-

Of democratic government, in which the "people" govern.

A number of contemporary social scientists have consciously and

deliberately analyzed the United States' political system in such away as

to leave no doubt that, in this political system, values. are "authoritatively

Allocated" and politicies are the result of a:fpluralist" play in whichthe

people's demands and needs are democratically met. In describing Easion's=

-Conceptual scheme about the. functioning of a political system, for instance',

Ranney leaves no doubt about the participation of the "people" in the pOlitical

system: as Ranney put it',

Most people expressing such demands, as well as

most others not directly concerned about the mi-

litary-manpower issue, express their support of

usual American way of handling such disputes. The

demands(of the people) enter the politic system

and trigger various conversion processes."

Eventually, the people's demands are acted upon and the system's output reflects,

presumably, policies which meet most people's needs. Similarly, Dahl,'s

well-known study about the democratic structure and workings of 'the political

system has led to the conclusion, among many political,scientists, that the
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interplay of groups in this society reflects a democratic process through

,;which the "people's" will is ascertained and, presumably, carried out.

'As Ferguson and McHenry put it, in the political system, "formal and in-

formal structures mirror one another in form and temper to such a degree

that it is unlikely that one can be democratic unless the other is also."13

:Y
'As further summarized by Dye and Zeigler, the Democratic Creed is based on

the following ideas:

1. pOpular,participation in the decisiona that shape the

lives of individuals in a society.

Z. government by majority rule with recognition of the

rights of minorities to try to become' majorities. These

rights include the, freedoms of speech, press, assembly,

and petition and the freedom to dissent, to form op-

toostion parties, and to run for public office.

3. a commitment toindividual dignity and the preservation

of the liberal values of life,liberty, and property.

4. a commitment to equal opportunity, or all men to de-

velop their individual capdities.14

These ideas, as a whole, embody the po itical myth which attempts to justify

the birth, development, and existence o this political system. To the extent

that most people believe in the precepts o the Democratic Myth, the latter'

acquires the mantle of legitimacy required for e sustenance and continuity

of the political system. However, if the Democratic Mythis found to be.

inoperative at the procedural level, that is at the level where the precepts

are applied, then it is possible that its utility as the binding cement of

a political systemkwill end. Obviously, a sustaining myth, if eliminated,

must be replaced by another concept no .less sustainingj5

Is the Democratic Myth inoperative? The answer might be found, objectively,

by means of analytical, empirical tools: Opinion polls, surveys, random

sample interviewing and their statistical companions (correlations, regressions,

tests of significance, and the like) might determine the extent of the Myth's

ot)01.18



-- existence; while, subjectively, the Myth is a franc Toning reality as long

as it is believed. However, one needs not resort t such empirical devices

to ascertain, first hand, the non-operational chara teristics of the

-Democratic-Myth. It appears that more and more segmnts of the population

are becoming aware of the incongruencies found between the Democratic Myth

and its ability to explain-the workings of the political system.

As indicated by Arthur H. Miller, "a situation of widespread, basic

discontent and political alienation is the existing condition in the United

States today."
16

While in 1960 about 42 percent of the population felt that

the political system was not-so complicated that they could not understami

"what's going on," by 1970 only 26 perdent felt so certain.17. The amount

-Of alienation and nonpaTticipation of the public at large in this political

system is also underscored by Dye and Zeigler, who indicate that "ass distrust
-/

of government soars, thealienated tend to be more evenly-distributed among-

all (sic.) populition groups, rather than concentrating among the traditional

have-nots."I8 Thus, it appears that the Democratic Myth might be -found'to-

\be inconsistent with the realities of the political system. This might -not

be so Obvious to the average citizen who, nevertheless, might be feeling

alienated without realizing exactly why; but, it should become obvious to

the inquisitive analyst.
\

One must, ask, to repeat,, should the social scientist exposé the

1

Democratic Myth as irrelevant to the realities of the wol ings of the political

system, or should he continue to support the Political W in the assumption

that it appears to be relevant? I, personally, feel that the Democratic-
_

-MYth ought to be denounced as nonworkable in terms of the r lities of our

political system, as .further summariied'below.

1. In.terms of popular participation in the decisions affecting one's

life, it should be obvious, that such partitipation is not feasible nor
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practical. In a political system of over 210 million people, it is im-

possible for the 'individual, adult or nonadullalike, to participate

directly or indirectly in the myriad of decisiOns affecting his life. To

alleviate this situation, the structure of a "representative" governMent,

through whiA the majority of the people'S will can be ascertained; has

been develbped. However-,,it is also obvious that none of our "representatives"

is ever contacted by a majority of their constituents. In the final analysis,

small groups of interested and active citizens, at-times supported by some

elected officials and by a larger number of people voting, are the.fewvihd

decide for all the individuals in society.19 In other words, very Tew, not

the majority of the people, participate in the making of decisions affecting

the peOple._

2. The inconsistencies found under 1 above 'can be reconciled, the

Democratic Mythsuggests,.through the appli ation of the cone.. of majOrity

rule, with recognition of the right of they minorities to become majorities.

However, this rationale implies that there is a communality of interests and

an awareness of the fundamental issues affecting the political system on the -

partof.the majorityf the peopi The fact is that the "opinion" of the

magfity of the people on public issues and policy is inconsistent, unstable,

unprincipled,-and uninformed. Relatively few voters are knowledgeable and-

informed enough to hold consistent beliefs.29.'

S. The decision-making process lies largely in\the hands of the few.

4-k

It is they who are in a position to decide the course and direction of the

future. Then, contrary to the Democratic Myth, the political syttemails

to contribute to the growth and development of the individual and, hence,

undermines the individual's dignity. In other word , the indiiriduals's rights

Sillto determine the course of his life, degree of freed i and the preservation

of property is grossly limited.



4. Finally, the Democratic Myth implies a commitment to equal opportunity

for all individuals to develop their talents. Contrary to the-Democratic

Myth, however, the realities of this political system clearly indicate that

ndividual.mobility is grey limited. In fact, the persistence of income

inequalities in the sytem belies the assumed equality of opportunity implied

in the Democratic Myth: there has been no significant change in the per

centage of-the national income received by the top and the bottom Tifth-income-
.

earners in the last fifty years: In 1910, the top fifth of income earners

-received 46 percent Of the national income; today, the richest fifth's share

is still over 40 percent. The share of the bottom fifth has actually declined

from over 8 percent in 1910 to just ove 5 percent,codaki u21 FUrthermore, the

inequality of the tax lawcontributes t; -the maintenance of an income
dis-

tribution system which is far from being equal. 'AS 'Philip M. Stern points

out, the larger the family income the lar\ger the percentage of income saved
\

i .,

through the nonpaymenttiof taxes, as the*llowing-figures illustriate:1"

for a family with this

much income

I

this i.4 the percent of

income saved after/using
loopholes in the tax law

)

$ 2,000-3,000 1.4%

10,000-11,000 4.8%

. 20,000-25,000 8.7%

75,000-100,000 19.2%

200,000-500,000 28.4%

Over $1 million 31,0%

*
Figures taken from a Brookings Institution study table shown in Stern's book

The Rape of the Taxpayer (Random House,Inc.,1972)\, p. 11'.

The new 1975 tax law recently signed by President Ford has not changed the

unequal characteristic of income distribution' in this\political system.
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As Jack Anderson indicated in a recent colimin, "the new_law opens loopholes

for some, closes them for others... adding to the complexities andin-

consistencies that have made our tax code our greatest single source Of

inequity:.."23 Thus, it is difficult to belleve\that_morunities for

advancement in society can he equally available to all individuals when

wealth, a basic opportunity'opener in a capitalist society, is so unequally

distributed.

Education and race, in addition, can be cited as areas whereour

Democratic Myth h4s proved to be most incongruouS:. As believed, -the Myth

suggests that the-,higher the education of the individual the higher his in
. _

.

Come and that, as an equalizer, education will ignore therace or color-of

, \ ,

the individual in education's egalitarian thrust. However, as the following
.

.
, .

figures indicate, the value of education to blacks is inversely proportional
.

. ,

.

,.

in terms of constant dollars:
24

4, //

years of schooling.

median income
Black Male White Male,

lessthan 8 $3,000 $3,600

12 a 6,100 8,600

15 .
7,100 . 9,600,

More than 16 8,600 12,400

Source: "Current Population Reports," in Dye and Zeigler's

The\Irony of Democracy. \

Furthermore, eventhough blacks have achieved some-economic gains, they continue

to fall behind whites. As Dye and Zeigler point out, "in 1952, the difference

in per capita income between the two races was $1,415; in 1966 it was $2,908;

in 1972, it was $4,685."25 It can be seenti*then, that the equality of

opportunity feature of the Democratic Myth remains fat from being the reality

that the believers of the Myth want it to be.

!=.
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conclusion. In conclusion, then, 1 submit that the Democratic myth can

no longer justify or explain the functioning of our political system.

Contrary to what we wish to believe, majority rule cannot be substantiated;

minority rights are still much in jeopardy; individual participation in

decisions affecting one's life is practically nonexistent; and that ineq lities

Ire not only obvious in our system, but that they produce unequal distributio

of power and infldence. berefore, it appears to hese conditions -

the nonr.operational feature of the Democratic Myth- ought to be made known
.g

../to the public at large;;in,ocder that a more realistic understanding of the
'40-v

I workings of our political system can be achieved. Presumably, such an under-

standing, to the extent that it comes closer to reality, would go,a long way

in sustaining man-"qua"-man in his traditional search for truth.

9
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